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	Cocoa Programming: A Quick-Start Guide for Developers, 9781934356302 (1934356301), Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Cocoa Programming: A Quick-Start Guide for Developers shows you how to get productive with Cocoa-fast! We won't walk you through every class and method in the API (but we will show you where to find that information). Instead, we'll jump right in and start building a web browser using Cocoa. In just a few minutes you'll have something that works. A couple of minutes more, and you'll have code in your custom controller, listening for notifications and call-backs. Soon you'll have the functionality you'd expect in a full browser. And that's just the first few chapters...

	
		As I finished up the final walk-through of our new house, a woman called to me from across the street. “Tonight’s our annual progressive dinner,” she shouted. “Come meet the neighborhood.”

	
		I followed along and met our new neighbors all at once. It went fast and was a bit overwhelming, and there was a ton of information, some of which I was able to sort out later. Mostly, it made me feel a lot better about my new neighborhood. I knew the questions to ask, and I had met the people who could answer them for me.

	
		That’s the goal in this book. It’s not a guide for tourists that lists the things you’d want to see if you were only going to live with Cocoa for a day. It’s not a comprehensive almanac that lists every API class by class and method by method. This is designed to get you through those first weeks and months of moving to Cocoa.

	
		This is the coding equivalent of finding out where to go for coffee, which streets are safe to walk on at night, and which teacher to request for your kids. Once you get a feel for the neighborhood, you’ll have more questions, but you’ll know where and how to get them answered.
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Methamphetamine Use: Clinical and Forensic Aspects (Pacific Institute Series on Forensic Psychology)CRC Press, 2003

	A man is accused of attempted murder of a former crystal meth addict. He claims he shot in self-defense, responding to the extremely aggressive behavior the victim was exhibiting. How will this play out in court? Most likely, the prosecution and the defense will call various expert witnesses - perhaps neurologists, psychologists, pathologists...


		

101 Successful Interviewing StrategiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Now job seekers or any professional pursuing advancement can masterthe skills needed to prepare for and win interviews with Kramer's 101 SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWING STRATEGIES. Written by an expert career coach and clinical psychologist, this unique book applies the latest research in learning strategies and social intelligence to equip job...


		

Mechanics: From Newton's Laws to Deterministic ChaosSpringer, 2010

	This book covers all topics in mechanics from elementary Newtonian mechanics, the principles of canonical mechanics and rigid body mechanics to relativistic mechanics and nonlinear dynamics. It was among the first textbooks to include dynamical systems and deterministic chaos in due detail. As compared to the previous editions the present...





	

LabVIEW Graphical ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	LabVIEW is an award-winning programming language that allows engineers to create "virtual" instruments on their...


		

Home Networking Basis: Transmission Environments and Wired/Wireless ProtocolsPrentice Hall, 2003
This complete technical guide to home network media, protocols, and implementation is the first systematic technical guide to all leading transmission media and communication protocols for in-home networking.

Using detailed simulation techniques provided as MATLAB files and SIMULINK models (downloadable from the companion website),...


		

Cryptography and Network Security (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
In this age of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud, security is paramount.

As the disciplines of cryptography and network security have matured, more practical, readily available applications to enforce network security have developed. This text provides a practical survey...
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